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Chapter

Identification and Quantification
of Phases in Steels by X Ray
Diffraction Using Rietveld
Refinement
Adriana da Cunha Rocha and Gabriela Ribeiro Pereira

Abstract
X-ray diffraction has been applied in the investigation of phase formation in steels,
operating in industrial environments. In this work, identification and quantification
of phases by X-ray diffraction and peak fitting, using the Rietveld method, were
employed. In a first scenario, two different types of steels, subjected to abrasive
surface cleaning, suffered contamination from the blasting operation that compromise between 10 and 36% of the blasted surface, as revealed by the quantitative phase
analysis. Such high values of particulates can jeopardize the corrosion protection
offered by posterior coating application. In a second scenario, duplex steels (DS)
subjected to aggressive environments and high temperatures of service went through
phase transformation that formed amounts up to 3.5% of a deleterious phase, known
as sigma phase. This phase compromises the steel mechanical resistance and corrosion
protection, and its quantification is crucial for the assurance of the material integrity.
The quantitative phase analysis (QPA) by X-ray diffraction provided the diagnosis of
forthcoming problems related to the presence of such phases in the investigated steels,
allowing the optimization of techniques and the choice of correct process parameters.
Keywords: X-ray diffraction, steels, Rietveld refinement, phase quantification

1. Introduction
Steel is the most common material used on earth. Applications vary from simple
cutlery to spacecraft parts and are so vast; one finds even hard to list it all. This is
mainly due to the versatility found in this type of iron and carbon alloy, in terms of
physical, mechanical, and chemical properties. Also, when compared to other types
of materials, steels are economically affordable. Therefore, steel has been studied for
many decades and will continue to be so in the forthcoming years. Industrial plants
have most of their equipment made of steel. Applications involving the oil and gas
industry are very demanding in terms of optimizing the use of these steels for high
performance in constant aggressive environments. In this case, the ultimate need is
for steels that can resist both heavy loads and aggressive corrosive environments.
Some new classes of steels, such as the duplex steels, are of very much of interest
nowadays, because of their good compromise between mechanical resistance and
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corrosion protection [1, 2]. As any other metallic material though, they usually
need thermal-mechanical processing in order to be adequate to the different
uses. Thermal-activated processes may lead to the creation of new phases in the
steel—some intentionally promoted, but some not. The knowledge of phase transformations in steels is mandatory to forecast the properties the material will acquire
after such transformations [3]. Because steel has a long of range periodic atomic
structure, with well-defined crystallographic aspects [4], X-ray diffraction [5] is
one of the most important analytical techniques to identify those structures, in
order to understand steel properties.
Lately, the identification and quantification of phases have been upgraded by
many methods of peak refinement. These methods provide a good calculation of
crystallographic parameters, enabling precise measurements to be performed in
different materials. Among those methods, the Rietveld refinement [6] has been
gaining space among crystallographers due to its analytical capabilities. A general
overview of the Rietveld profile fitting and quantitative phase analysis is provided
in the following sections. Then, two specific applications of X-ray diffraction for
steel phase analysis are described. The first case refers to the quantification of
contaminants on steel substrates after jet impingement, aiming corrosion resistance
by organic coatings. The second case is related to the phase transformations occurring in a type of steel used in oil and gas applications, when this material is subjected
to high temperatures due to welding procedures or operation in service. In both
situations, peak refinement is made, for the calculation of crystallographic
parameters and for quantitative phase calculations.

2. Peak refinement and quantitative phase analysis: the Rietveld method
X-ray profile fitting provides important crystallographic information from the
analyzed material. There are several different techniques nowadays, but one of
them, known as the Rietveld refinement method, has many advantages over the
others. In this method, first presented by Hugo Rietveld to refine nuclear and
magnetic structures [6] and lately developed by many scientists [7], least-squares
refinements are carried out until the best fit is obtained between the entire observed
powder diffraction pattern and the full calculated pattern. The quantity minimized
in the least-squares refinement is the residual Sy:
Sy ¼

X
i


2
wi yi –yci

(1)

where yi = observed intensity at the i-th step; yci = calculated intensity at the i-th
step; wi = 1/yi.
The equation model applied for the method (Eq. 2) considers the following
parameters:
• The Bragg reflections contributing to a specific intensity yi at every specific i
point in the whole pattern
• A scale factor s
• The Miller indices, h, k, l, for a Bragg reflection, represented by K
• The Lorentz polarization and multiplication factors LK
• The reflection profile function ∅
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• The preferred orientation function Pk
• The absorption factor A
• The structure factor modulus for the kth Bragg reflection |FK|
• The background intensity at the i-th step, ybi
yci ¼ s

X

LK jFK j2 Ø ð2Ɵi

K

2Ɵk Þ PK A þ ybi

(2)

Quantitative phase analysis using the Rietveld method [8] employs the relative
weight fraction W of each phase p in a mixture of n phases calculated according to
the equation:
n

 X
si ðZMVÞi
Wp ¼ sp ZMV =

(3)

i¼1

where s is the Rietveld scale factor, Z is number of formula units per unit cell, M is
the mass of the formula unit (atomic mass unit), and V is the unit cell volume (Å3).
The following sections will present two specific cases of the utilization of the
Rietveld refinement method with further quantitative phase analysis (QPA). Those
practical cases demonstrate how this methodology was applied for the analysis of
steel parts, addressing the presence of unwanted phases and phase unbalance due
to thermal treatments performed in specific steels.

3. Case 1: abrasive blasting in steel surfaces—addressing contamination
by X-ray diffraction quantitative analysis
Duplex and super duplex steels (DS and SDS, respectively) have been widely
used in oil and gas industries because of their advantages over other steel types in
terms of mechanical properties and corrosion resistance [1, 2]. The harsh environments where those steels are in service require protection from degradation that
can be found in organic coatings [9, 10].
The coating performance is highly dependent on the surface pretreatment and
the application procedures [11, 12]. Those must be in accordance with standard
documents [13, 14], which include procedures for blast cleaning. Blasting processes
though might affect the coating adhesion and corrosion rate, depending on the
degree of contamination from the abrasive particulate material used, as those particulates can promote local pH changes and/or galvanic effects [15]. The common
abrasives employed for surface treatment of steels are aluminum oxide and martensitic steel abrasives due to their high values of hardness. Pulverization of the
grits, however, can lead to undesired particulate depositions over the steel surfaces
(Figure 1), which induce local alkalization, decreasing the protection. Because of all
these factors, substrate contamination needs to be engaged in an efficient fashion,
to avoid damages on the performance of the whole system.
Determination of the inclusion or second-phase constituent, by metallographic
analysis [16], can be used to account for such contamination. However, the technique can be quite time-consuming. Quantitative phase analysis by X-ray diffraction though can be used for such task [17–22]. The Rietveld method can provide
very accurate estimative of the relative and/or absolute amount of the component
phases [22–25] and has advantages over traditional internal-standard-based
3
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Figure 1.
(a, b) Abrasive particles hitting a metal substrate surface and (c) abrasive fragments deposited over the surface.
(d) A real micrographs of a particulate allocated in the valley created by the particle impact in the surface.

techniques. Surface roughness effects can also be considered and compensated by
correction functions, which makes the Rietveld method more interesting to this
type of process.
3.1 Surface roughness corrections
In Rietveld analysis of X-ray powder diffraction patterns, the effect of surface
roughness (SR) of absorbing polycrystalline samples can be a source of systematic
errors [26–30]. The SR effect can reduce the intensity of low-angle reflections and
lead to anomalous low values of refined atomic displacement parameters. Depending
on the degree of SR, the isotropic atom displacement can lead to negative values,
which have no physical meaning. To correct such effects, a SR Suortti Model [31] has
been used to guarantee a higher flexibility in terms of angular ranges.
3.2 Experimental parameters
ASTM A516 G60 carbon steel (CS) and UNS 32760 super duplex steel (SDS)
samples were used as metallic substrates subjected to the blasting process. The
abrasives used encompassed two types of aluminum oxide particulate (sintered
bauxite (SB) and demagnetized alumina (DA)). A D8 Discover Bruker AXS was
the equipment used for data acquisition. The diffraction parameters are listed as
following:
• Radiation: Co Kα (λ = 1789 Å).
• Current and voltage: 40 mA 35 kV.
• Primary optics: Co Göbel Mirror, two slits of 1 mm and 6 mm and a soller slit
with 2 cm x 1 cm aperture.
• Secondary optics: Kβ filter, 8 mm slit, axial soller slit with divergence of 2.5°.
• Detector: point scanning detector—PSD type.
• 2θ range = 10° to 110°.
• Step-size: 0.001°.
• Scanning velocity was 0.5 s/step.
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Rietveld analysis was carried out using Diffrac PlusTOPAS (ver 4.2)
software [32, 33].
3.3 X-ray analysis results
Diffraction patterns were obtained for both substrate bulks, prior to the blasting
process, to work as a reference pattern when measuring the degree of contamination of the samples subsequently analyzed. In the blasted surfaces, α-Fe (ferrite)
[34] was observed in CS substrate, while α-Fe and γ-Fe [35] (ferrite and austenite,
respectively) were present in the SDS substrate.
The commercial SB abrasive showed a predominance of phase alpha alumina
(α-Al2O3) [36] which was verified in the SB abrasive, while the DA abrasive
presented a majority of kappa alumina (κ-Al2O3) [37]. Figure 2 presents the
diffraction patterns for the carbon steel substrate before and after abrasive blasting
(a) and for the super duplex steel before and after blasting (b), respectively.
Figure 3 shows the detailed refined scan for the carbon steel substrate blasted
with κ-Al2O3 from the DA abrasive and α-Al2O3 originated from the SB abrasive.
In the same manner, Figure 4 presents the result of the refined scan from the SDS
substrate blasted with κ-Al2O3 from the DA abrasive and α-Al2O3 originated from
the SB abrasive.
3.3.1 Fitting parameters
The structure refinement functions and parameters are listed as following:
• Chebyshev polynomial of fourth degree [38] and Topas 1/x background
function and (background fitting intensities, yib)
• Preferred orientation (PO) March-Dollase model [39–41] for calculating the
preferred crystal orientations of α-Fe and γ-Fe phases (this is mandatory
especially for processed steel products like ingots, sheets, and pipe sections)
• PO spherical harmonics [42] model of order 6 for the alumina phase

Figure 2.
(a) CS substrate after DA and SB blasting and (b) SDS substrate after DA and SB blasting. When blasting is
performed with Al2O3 abrasives, one can see contamination by the new peaks introduced to the scans.
5
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Figure 3.
Carbon steel substrate blasted with (a) DA and (b) SB abrasives. Observed data are indicated by thicker lines
and calculated data by a solid thinner line. The gray lower curve presents the difference (residue) between the
observed and calculated powder diffraction patterns.

Zero error (2θ) sample displacement, absorption (1/cm), and lattice parameters
of the phases were not fixed to provide the best calculated fitting.
3.3.2 Fitting criteria
Fitting criteria is a way to analyze the accuracy and precision of fitting. Based on
the R-weighted pattern (Rwp) and the R-expected pattern (Re), it is possible to
calculate the “goodness of fit,” or simply GOF, to address the calculated values.
Eqs. 4 and 5 present the variables used for the calculations for the R-values, which
are then used to calculate the GOF [43–45]:
Rwp ¼

hX

  X 
i
wi yi ðobsÞ yi ðcalcÞ 2 =
wi yi ðobsÞ2
1=2
h
X 
i
wi yi ðobsÞ2
1=2
Rexp ¼ ðN PÞ=
 

GOF ¼ Sy =ðN PÞ 1=2 ¼ Rwp =Rexp


(4)
(5)
(6)

where yi = intensity at the ith step; wi = weighting factor; N = number of
observations; P = number of parameters; obs = observed and calc = calculated.
Table 1 presents the GOF values for each calculation. The calculated values lied
between 1 and 1.5, which is an indication of a satisfactory fitting. Numbers greater
than 1.5 are usually seen as an inadequate model or false minimum, whereas those
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Figure 4.
Super duplex steel substrate blasted with (a) DA and (b) SB abrasives.

Abrasive

CS substrate

SDS substrate

SB

1.14  0.008

1.05  0.007

DA

1.13  0.010

1.07  0.010

MCS

1.09  0.012

1.06  0.010

MSS

1.09  0.011

1.06  0.011

Table 1.
Fitting criteria for Rietveld calculations: calculated average goodness of fitness for the set of four samples of each
substrate per abrasive.
% α-Fe

% γ-Fe

%Al2O3

Super duplex

38.79  1.84

25.01  2.13

36.20  2.92

Carbon steel

79.79  2.37

*

20.21  2.37

Super duplex

47.31  2.21

36.92  1.16

15.77  2.52

Carbon steel

89.56  0.59

*

10.45  0.59

SB abrasive

DA abrasive

Table 2.
Quantitative phase calculations results (calculated average and standard deviation for a set of four blasted
samples).

lower than 1.0 show a model that contain more parameters than can be justified by
the quality of the data, as insufficient counting time for processing or high influence
of background, for example.
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Table 2 presents the quantitative phase analysis results for abrasive contamination in both CS and DSS substrates. 36.20% of the SDS and 20.21% of the carbon
steel blasted area were contaminated by SB particles. When analyzing the DA
abrasive, 15.77% of the SDS area was contaminated, while 10.45% of the CS substrate depicted particle contamination. The higher percentage of contamination on
the SDS substrate can be related with its high values of hardness. The consequences
of such higher particle contamination, for the performance of anticorrosive organic
coatings, can be found in a subsequent work [46].

4. Case 2: ferrite/austenite (α/γ) ratio in duplex steels and the
occurrence of sigma phase: quantification of unbalanced phase
formation and precipitation due to thermal treatments on the steel
Super duplex stainless steel (SDSS) is a class of steels that retain two equal
balanced main phases within their microstructure, BCC α-Fe (ferrite) and FCC γ-Fe
(austenite). In that manner, this material can combine good mechanical properties
with high corrosion resistance. However, when subjected to welding or to hightemperature applications, thermal-activated diffusion mechanisms promote the
precipitation of some deleterious phases in the SDSS matrix in addition to creating
an unbalanced volume of ferrite and austenite. The unequal proportions of
ferrite/austenite and the occurrence of phases such as sigma phase (also known as σ
phase) can highly compromise the ability of these steels to support loads and to
avoid corrosion, leading to higher rates of degradation. Therefore, it is mandatory
that investigations on thermal cycles are carried on determining the critical time/
temperature values that lead to this kind of phase unbalance.
Previous studies in different classes of duplex steels [47] have identified the
temperature range of 300–1000°C as a critical range for phase transformations.
Therefore, a series of heat treatments, involving different temperature ranges and
time intervals, were performed in a UNS S32750 to study the phase formation in this
specific class of duplex steel and to determine the amounts of ferrite, austenite,
and sigma phase formed after each treatment. For this specific calculation, X-ray
diffraction was displayed as a crucial tool for precise phase quantification in a
specific volume of material. After all the samples were scanned, phase amounts
were calculated using quantitative phase analysis by Rietveld refinement. These
calculations lead to further experimental investigations using nondestructive
evaluation techniques [48].
4.1 Heat treatments for different amounts of phase formation
Samples were cut as 70 mm  40 mm  6 mm steel plates. All samples were
submitted to a preliminary solution heat treatment in order to obtain a balance of
approximately 50% of α and γ phases. Then, aging treatments were performed to
create the α/γ unbalance and the precipitation of sigma phase. Figure 5 shows a
schematic of the heat treatment steps.
The solution heat treatment was conducted as follows:
1. Three samples remained in the as-received condition, i.e., without any heat
treatment for further comparison with the heat-treated samples.
2. The remaining samples were subjected to a solubilization treatment, which
consists of heating up to 1220°C for 1 h, followed by water quenching.
8
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3. Three of the solubilized samples did not receive any additional aging heat
treatment and remained in the solubilized condition.
4. Then, a group of 14 samples received an additional aging heat treatment to
introduced different fractions of sigma phase. The aging heat treatment was
conducted at 1000°C for different time intervals, followed by water
quenching.
5. Finally, seven samples were heat treated at 1320 and at 1350°C for different
intervals, in order to have high amounts of delta phase but no sigma phase
at all.
4.2 X-ray analysis results
Phase volumetric fractions were measured in nine different regions of each
sample, as depicted in Figure 6. Diffraction parameters used were the same
presented in item 3.2 from this chapter.

Figure 5.
Schematics of heat treatments performed in the SDSS samples.

Figure 6.
Schematics of a sample with its nine analyzed points.
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Figure 7.
XRD spectrum for two different conditions. Sample number 18 without σ phase and sample number 01 with
3.4% of σ phase.

Samples

10

Temperature (°C)

Time (min)

γ phase (%)

α phase (%)

σ phase (%)

01

1000

60

64.0  2.3

32.5  2.7

3.4  1.0

02

1000

45

49.3  3.0

47.5  3.5

3.1  0.9

03

1000

22

64.3  3.9

32.6  4.0

3.0  0.6

04

1000

45

62.4  4.3

34.8  4.1

2.7  0.7

05

1000

25

52.2  12.1

45.1  11.5

2.6  1.2

06

1000

25

65.1  9.8

31.7  7.8

2.4  1.1

07

1000

5

68.1  7.9

29.6  8.2

2.2  0.7

08

1000

60

61.1  5.0

36.6  4.9

2.1  1.9

09

1000

20

64.4  4.5

33.4  4.5

2.1  0.2

10

1000

20

56.7  6.5

41.2  6.9

2.0  0.7

11

1000

1

57.9  5.5

40.4  5.3

1.6  0.6

12

1000

1

59.3  7.1

39.0  7.1

1.6  0.2

13

1000

6

68.5  3.6

29.9  3.6

1.5  0.4

14

1000

10

61.6  5.4

37.0  5.3

1.2  0.4

15

As received

47.7  2.0

52.2  2.0

0.0

16

As received

44.2  4.9

55.7  4.9

0.0

17

As received

47.1  1.6

52.8  1.6

0.0

18

1220

60

50.2  7.8

49.7  7.7

0.0

19

1220

60

56.8  5.1

43.1  5.1

0.0

20

1220

60

54.3  5.7

45.7  5.7

0.0
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Samples

Temperature (°C)

Time (min)

γ phase (%)

α phase (%)

σ phase (%)

21

1320

60

38.8  3.3

61.1  2.9

0.0

22

1320

60

28.3  5.1

71.6  5.0

0.0

23

1320

120

44.8  3.0

55.1  3.0

0.0

24

1320

60

36.2  7.4

63.7  7.4

0.0

25

1320

240

41.7  6.9

58.2  6.9

0.0

26

1350

60

34.4  6.4

65.7  6.3

0.0

27

1350

60

40.5  8.7

59.4  8.6

0.0

Table 3.
Phase volume contents according to heat treatment temperatures and time intervals.

4.2.1 Fitting parameters
The structure refinement used the fifth-degree Chebyshev polynomial [38] to fit
the background intensities, yib, (according to Eq. 2), as well as the 1/x background
function, from Topas 4.2. α-Fe and γ-Fe and sigma phases were fitted to the
preferred orientation March-Dollase model [39–41].
4.2.2 Fitting criteria
The fitting criteria followed the same methodology applied in Case 1, using
Eqs. (4)–(6). For every sample, the GOF was within the range of 1.0–1.5.
4.2.3 Phase calculations
Figure 7 depicts two diffractograms—one from a sample containing only ferrite
and austenite and another containing both phases and sigma. QPA (using Rietveld
refinement) was carried on each one of the nine described points for each sample,
generating similar scans to the ones presented in Figure 7. Each scan was then
carefully analyzed and adjusted accordingly to the chosen fitting parameters to
assure a GOF between 1.0 and 1.5, i.e., the best fit possible.
The values obtained for each point were then summed and averaged and the
standard deviation calculated for each sample average. Table 3 presents those
calculated values.

5. Conclusions
X-ray diffraction has demonstrated to be an effective tool for phase analysis in
metallic materials, especially in steels. Because this type of material is the most used
material on earth nowadays, due to its versatility in terms of physical, mechanical,
and chemical properties, knowledge of the phase transformations that might occur
during service and processing is ultimate.
Steel surfaces subjected to abrasive surface cleaning, which suffered contamination from the blasting operation, and duplex steels subjected to aggressive environments and high temperatures of service, which experienced phase transformation,
were analyzed by X-ray diffraction using peak refinement, by the Rietveld method.
The refinement method demonstrated that phase identification and quantification enabled the diagnosis of forthcoming problems related to the presence of such
11
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phases in the investigated steels, allowing the optimization of techniques and the
choice of correct process parameters.
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